Elementals By: Reagan R.
Prologue
A long time ago, there were seven elements; Water, Fire, Earth, Air, Ice, Sun, and Moon. Each element
had a magical jewel. Water had a Sacred Pearl so powerful, that the sea bent to the owners’ will. Fire
had the Fire Ruby, which could create fire in even the coldest of regions. Earth had Earth’s Jade, a rock
that could literally move mountains. The Air elemental jewel was the Freedom Sapphire, the gem that
controlled the weather. For Ice though, a Secret Emerald, that changed the temperature at will. Sun and
Moon both had equally powerful objects: twin gemstones; one from a dying star, an amber also known
as The Sun’s Laughter. The other a diamond forged when the moon of that same star collapsed, it was
called The Moons’ tear. When the jewels were united, they could save the land from the evilest of
dangers. But would destroy any and all who used them. A prophecy foretold that the elements would
face an evil that turned them against each other. However, seven sisters, each from a different element
together would use the jewels and save the world but would die. Unless a girl named Alexandra was
found. Alexandra could save the sisters. “When the world is almost dead, Alexandra will come. When all
are filled with dread, Alexandra will come. The elements will answer the call. To save the world, one
must fall. Seven sisters together will untie, each one willing to die to end the fight. With Alexandra, they
will succeed, but to save the world they will need; 7 items across the globe, this must be known.”
“Alexandra, for the jewels she will yearn, but to save the world the seven must learn; that Alexandra is
hidden away, but when found she will save the day!”
Chapter 1
I opened my eyes. I was on a cold, hard rock. I looked around, and as my sight cleared, I saw my strange
surroundings. The rock I was laying on was in the middle of seven elements. I saw water and lava on the
ground, snow and rocks too. I was lying in a windy half-day, and halfnight setting. What happened?
Where was I? As I tried to remember what happened, I found that along with not remembering what
happened recently, but I also couldn’t remember my past! My mom, my dad, all my childhood memories
were blank. Wait, I remembered one thing, my name... “Alexandra...” A raspy voice said out of the
woods which surrounded the rock. “Hello?” I said. My voice sounded scratchy and weak, as if it had not
been used for in a long time. “Prophecy,” Another voice. “Must kill!” Then, a silhouette creeped out of
the shadows. No, not out of the shadows... I gasped. It was a shadow! Suddenly tons of the creatures
came out and surrounded me! I was just thinking what my last words would be when another figure
appeared. With a sword the figure slashed and killed every one of the shadow creatures. The figure
turned toward me, and shock ridden I fell sideways, unconscious, and the world went black once again.
*** I awoke on a bed. I was in a wood and stone room. I looked around, but no one was there, or so I
thought. Creak. I looked up and saw a dark figure fall from the ceiling. It was the same silhouette that
had saved me. The figure took off their hood. It was a girl about thirteen, with a soft, brown skin tone.
Her face looked at me with a warriors’ glare. Her eyes were so black, that the whites looked like crescent
moons. She wore a black, robe, with a matching black hood. The robe sparkled like the night sky. Her
hair was so long, that it went to her knees. Her hair was black near her scalp, but as it got further away,
it turned white. There were also shades of purple and blue, and like the robe, glittered too. Then, I
noticed something, her hair was so long, I would have seen it when she was fighting. I pointed to her
hair. “How-,” “Magic hood.” She said as she put it back on, her hair disappeared once again. “I’m Luna.”
“I’m Alex-” “-xandra. I know.” “How do you know my name?” “Everyone knows your name.” She said,

her voice full of resentment and jealousy. I wanted to ask more questions, but she told me to follow her,
and went out the door. I felt uncomfortable, standing in the tall tower, but I followed.
Chapter 2
“Under the ocean's salty sea, lies the trident water needs. In the heat she must go, to find her scythe,
fire must know. Hidden away in mountains peak, earths’ hammer will mend the leak. Air will have to fly,
to gain the spear of sky. Ice will need the snow staff, so in deaths’ face she will laugh. To earn Sun and
Moons’ might, they will need the wings of dark and light. Epilogue The pouring rain, and grey clouds
matched the sad mood that all felt. They sat in the brown and black seats in their neat rows, in the
morgue. Everyone was sad, they had known Alexandra would stop the princesses from dying, but they
never knew she, in turn, would die. No one spoke, but everyone thought the same thing; Why? “Ahem!”
The silence was interrupted by Pearl. “I will be giving the eulogy. “You never know how good someone is
until their gone. Alexandra was no exception. We all appreciated her, but never truly knew her until she
left us. Even though we all miss her, we should remember the happy times. And with that, let’s wish her
goodbye...” They all bowed their heads and placed their flower in the casket. They walked the body to
the graveyard, the only one who rode in the limo was Luna, the one who Alexandra called her sister. The
body was buried, and all cried and mourned. Except for one. A small black figure moved across the
ground. Its’ life mission fulfilled, but it was not enough. the shadow wanted more...

